WalleX - A Mimblewimble DeFi Platform
Atomis was created with a simple idea: Create an end-to-end solution for private
cryptocurrency transactions using smart contracts

With the launch on March 10th, we saw an explosion of Atomis— BTC swap trading activity in the
Atomis wallet. This validated our belief that the market needs an alternative to centralized
exchanges. Many projects do not prioritize privacy or decentralization and that needs to change.
Atomis mission is to create a platform where traders and investors have a convenient method to
freely swap crypto assets in a product that combines the best features of a custodial exchange &
wallet.
We are introducing a solution that addresses this need called WalleX.
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The problem with centralized exchanges are similar to commercial banks. They hold large
amounts of capital and serve as a single point of failure. You have to trust these institutions to not
censor or withhold funds in the event of a crisis.

Banks and centralized exchanges have custody of your money which if they fail or their servers
are compromised, you can lose everything you trusted them to safeguard. This is why
cryptocurrencies are revolutionary. They return the power of ownership of one’s wealth back to
the individual.

Exchange Policy
Exchanges are targets for hackers. Crypto has seen a wide variety of exchange hacks since the
early days of Mt. Gox. We aren’t against exchanges. In fact, we believe they are necessary in the
short-term for investor liquidity and greater visibility for Atomis. Longer-term the trend should be
more decentralization for trading and our community & product will be developed to capture that
opportunity.
We intend to list Atomis on as many exchanges as possible to help bootstrap the network and
bring more activity to WalleX DeFi trading platform. Also, we intend to use API endpoints to
distribute WalleX listings for syndication across a wide variety of exchanges. This will allow for
more buyers and sellers to get marketplace listing access.
Over time, we envision WalleX to command a leading position in the decentralized exchange
market and serve as the main trustless path for swapping cryptocurrencies.

The Roadmap
Our belief is that the future is decentralized. We have set out to build a DeFi platform that serves
the needs of the crypto community in an environment of increasing regulations and uncertainty.
The initial assets we plan to develop, along with existing Bitcoin, Litecoin & Qtum are the
following:
1. Ethereum — Open financial access will be the defining accomplishment of blockchain
technology. Ethereum’s robust ecosystem of developers and forthcoming Ethereum 2.0
creates a huge opportunity to bridge the gap between Atomis private store of value
and Ethereum’s decentralized financial movement. Our top priority is working on
developing WalleX to include Ether and erc-20 tokens. This isn’t a trivial matter and will
require a substantial amount of development resources to accomplish but we are
committed to delivering a beta product by early Q3 2020.

2. Bitcoin Cash — While Bitcoin was an obvious choice to include on launch, Bitcoin Cash is
doing excellent development to make BCH an everyday currency for the masses.

Roger Ver is determined to move fast and has the flexibility with his core developers to push the
envelope on the capabilities of the Bitcoin framework and we believe Bitcoin Cash is going to be
a transactional currency while Bitcoin develops into digital gold.

3. New Projects — Far too often, newer projects don’t receive the visibility of more established
projects. We intend to support projects and developers that have a great vision and purpose.

Mobile
Mobile wallets are key to providing our users with the best experience possible. iOS and Andriod
apps will be provided by team if bounties are not claimed by end of Q2 2020.

Our Rollout
Phase 1 (Q1 2020) — Launch, Community Building & Strategic Roadmap Publication
Phase 2 (Q2 2020) — Add New Crypto Assets: Bitcoin Cash + New Project(s) into WalleX,
Release Mobile Wallets & Secure Exchange Listings
Phase 3 (Q3 2020) — Deploy Ether (beta) into WalleX, Add 10 Additional Crypto Assets & API
endpoints for Exchange Distribution
Phase 4 (Q4 2020+) — Enhance Smart Contract Functionality + Add More Crypto Assets

Journey Ahead
The focus of our mission is building the best wallet + exchange experience into WalleX. We are
off to a great start and believe the community will serve as a foundation to foster new ideas and
improvements to the Atomis DeFi platform.
Join us at any of the forums below and let’s shape the future of finance with a product that
delivers on the vision where crypto assets are moved around the globe from the convenience of a
smartphone.

Official Community Links
* Website: https://atomis.org
* Discord: https://discord.gg/ETsykZF
* Twitter: https://twitter.com/AtomisBTC

Atomis is comprised of a team of cryptocurrency developers that have contributed to numerous
projects. We believe our work will speak for itself and our community will grow based on the
value we provide. All of us are committed to building something great and appreciate your
support.

